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A rare surviving Sammelband consisting of twelve pamphlets, manuscripts and monographs from the period of 

the German Counter-Reformation; all of the printed works are very rare and none appear to be represented in North 

American Libraries according the OCLC. All the works with the exception of one Latin manuscript are in German. 

Five of the works are bitter attacks on Lucas Osiander (#1) and Luther (#2-5) in response to Protestant preacher’s 

attacks on Catholicism. Two are by one of the most famous of the defenders of the Church during the Counter 

Reformation, the Jesuit Conrad Vetter, whose intemperate language caused him to receive a reprimand from his 

duke. The volume also includes possibly the first edition (also apparently unrecorded) of a popular satire on 

alchemy, of which all early editions are very rare. A particularly interesting work is the very attractively executed 

manuscript memorial text for Karl Fugger, son of Philipp Eduard Fugger (1546-1618), baron of Kirchberg and 

Weissenberg; a member of the great banking and mining family. The other two manuscripts are also from the 1590s 

or earlier and consist of German sermons for Advent and Lent. Another printed monograph presents the news for 

1593 in verse form which is divided up by the months of the year. The final and largest work is a detailed catalogue 

of recent miracles attributed to Saint Leonard, patron saint to prisoners, relating miracles associated with the famous 

pilgrim shrine at Inchenhofen. That volume includes a full-page woodcut of the saint. This work, as well as the 

second in the volume (by Fabris), are also of particularly interest for having been printed at the cloister printing shop 

at Thierhaupten which had been established under the direction of Josias Wörli in 1591. 

A contents list, in a contemporary hand (and probably the original owner), appears on the front flyleaf. The first 

work has an ownership note on the title-page ("MA [in form of a monogram] Fabri. D.") which could possibly be 

that of “Melchior de Fabris” who was the author of the second work in the volume (see below). The manuscript 

contents lists only 11 works since the owner bunches the two Lenten sermons together probably because of their 

similar subject matter; however they are clearly done in very different hands. 

$14,500 
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1. ANISIUS, Michael; Bartholomaeus Albicius. Freundliche Zerreissung deß 

schönen wolriechenden Rosenkrantzs, welchen ein stuettische Graßmagd, Hoserle 

genandt [L. Osiander], auß dem köstlichen ubertrefflichen Buch der Franciscaner 

Mönch, welches sie Librum Conformitatum nennen abgebrochen. Ingolstadt: 

Wolfgang Eder, 1592. 4to, [6], 66 pp. Title in red and black. Contemporary 

owners Signature "MA [monogram] Fabri. D." [Melchior de Fabris?]. Contents of 

volume listed in a very neat contemporary hand on front flyleaf. Contemporary 

stiff vellum (with traces of 2 cloth ties) with early paper spine label. 

 

FIRST EDITION of this scarce work of the Counter-Reformation ("A friendly 

dismemberment of Osiander's fragrant rosary") by a Franciscan priest written in 

response to a work by the Protestant theologian Lucas Osiander (Ein schöner 

wolriechender Rosenkrantz. Tubingen, 1591) both of whom cite a work (Librum 

Conformitatum) by the Italian theologian Bartholomaeus Albicius (1300-1361): 

Both written in the form of a rosary (Rosenkranz) using counting points in their 

arguments. Lucas Osiander, the elder (1534-1604), was an eminent orthodox 

Lutheran theologian and very involved in the pamphlet battle of the Counter-

Reformation. 

§ VD16 A 2874; Stalla, Ingolstadt, 1107; BM/STC German, p. 34. 

 

RARE COUNTER-REFORMATION TRACT WITH WOODCUT  

& PRINTED AT THE CLOISTER AT THIERHAUPTEN 

2. FABRIS, Melchior de. Von der Martins Gans. Ein Schöne Nutzliche Predig, darinn zusehen ein feine außlegung 

deß H. Euangelij S. Martini leben: Vnnd ein hailsame anmanung, wie und was gestalt wir S. Martins Gans essen, 

vnd vnser leben in ein andern gang richten sollen. Durch ... M. Melchiorem de Fabris, Pfarherrn zu Awern in truck 

verfertigt. Getruckt Im Closter zu Thierhaupten: [Josias Wörli, or Werlin], 1595. 4to, [1], 50, leaves, 1 blank. Title 

printed in red and black. With large woodcut on verso of title-page of Saint Martinus within an elaborate border of 

woodcuts and type ornaments. Several woodcut headpieces.  

 

FIRST EDITION of this work in which the author, Melchior 

de Fabris, enlists the sermons of another Martin to attack 

Lutheranism; Saint Martin, Bishop of Tours (ca, 316-397). The 

saint is depicted in the fine woodcut as a sword wielding figure 

mounted on a horse while entering a town gate where he is 

greeted by a kneeling figure on the right (who maybe about to be 

either blessed or beheaded?); on the left appears Luther's goose 

who is about to be stomped by Saint Martin’s horse and exclaims 

from a rather toothy beak "ga ga ganung [genug?]". The present 

work’s title (“From Martin's Goose”) is play on Martin Luther's 

“goose – swan” symbolism. The goose imagery originates from a 

famous story dealing with the early Czech reformer, Jan Hus (ca. 

1369 –1415), who wrote from his prison cell, "Today you are 

burning a goose, (Hus in Czech means goose), however, a 

hundred years from now you will hear a swan sing - you will not 

burn it, you will have to listen to him." After the death of Luther, 

the great Reformer was frequently portrayed with a swan in 

sculptures, paintings, woodcuts, engravings, hymnals and 

commemorative coins. The author of the present work believes 

the goose is still a goose and well worth cooking (i.e. burning). 

The work was printed at the Benedictine Monastery at 

Thierhaupten where a press had been established under the 

direction of Josias Wörli in 1591. The work proved to be popular 

and was reprinted by the same press in 1596 and 1597; the 1596 

edition was recently reprinted in 2015 (Saarbrücken: Verlag 

Classic). All of the early editions are very rare. 

§ VD16 F 489; not in BM/STC German. 
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ANNIVERSARY PILGRIMAGE CELEBRATING FIGHTING THE TURKS 

3. ANISIUS, Michael. Concio Threnodica. Das ist: Ein Klagpredig, bey gemainer 

Proceszion und Bittfahrt, wider unserem allgemainen Erbfeindt dem Türcken: 

geschehen zu Bamberg den 19. Octobris, verschinens 94. Jares: im Barfüsser Closter. 

Dillingen: Johann Mayer, 1595. 4to, [1], 29 leaves. Title printed in red and black. 

Woodcut head and tailpiece. 

 

FIRST EDITION of this rare anti Turkish sermon (unknown to Göllner) by the 

Franciscan and preacher, Michael Anisius, at the parish church our Our Lady. The work 

celebrates a procession and pilgrimate on the 94 year (on October 19) of an event at 

Michaelsberg Abbey, a Benedictine monastery in Bamberg. The author provides an 

account of the historical hostilities between the Holy Roman Empire and the Ottoman 

empire and Muslims in general. 

There is even a reference to Christianity in the New World on leaf 5 verso. 

§ VD16 A 2868; not in BM/STC German or Göllner, Turcica. 

 

COUNTER-REFORMATION SATIRE ON THE "HUMBLE LUTHER' 

4. [VETTER, Conrad, S.J.] ANDREAE, Conrad (pseud.). Der demütige Luther. Das ist: die ander Prob 

vnnd Weysung, wie Doctor Martin Luther an der Verwu üstung vnd Jammer Teutscher Nation, 

sich selber am Ju üngsten Tag entschuldigen werde. Allen Liebhabern Goettlicher Warheit und 

Seligkeit zum besten gestellt durch M. Conradum Andreae. Ingolstatt: Wolffgang Eder, 1595. 4to, [28] 

pp. Woodcut ornament on title and satirical woodcut of portrait on verso of title-page of Luther with his head within 

a halo of peacock feathers and holding a long a peacock’s feather in one hand and a bible in the other with the motto 

above "Martin Luther Doctor uber alle Doctor." and motto "cedo nulli" (I yield to no one) below. 

  

FIRST EDITION of this satire on titled "The humble Luther" in which Conrad 

Vetter, an eminent anti-Lutheran Jesuit polemist who was famous for his use of 

the same rough language utilized by Luther in attacking the Catholic Chruch. He 

uses Luther's own language against him (with citations from his collected works) 

and even supplies a bibliography of the Jena and Wittenberg editions of Luther's 

collected works. The fine woodcut satirizes the "humble" Luther by depicting him 

holding a long peacock feather and wearing a halo of the same material. 

Conrad Vetter, next to Jacob Gretser S.J. (1562-1625), was the most effective 

Jesuit polemicist of the Counter Reformation. After completing his studies he was 

appointed preacher at Munich because of his unusual gift for oratory. He was later 

given a position at Ratisbon where his sermons were credited with converting 

many Lutherans back to the Catholic Church. At this time he developed his 

extraordinary talents as a polemicist and like his fellow Jesuit, Jacob Gretser, he 

wrote in the vernacular and used all the coarseness of which the Swabian tongue 

is capable to disparage Luther. It was a similar style that Luther had already 

successfully used his own sermons attacking the Pope and the Catholic Church. 

Vetter's coarse style had a ready and avid audience which made the sales of his 

writings very successful. Because of the coarseness of the language used, 

seemingly inappropriate for a man of the cloth, he would the pseudonym Conrad 

Andreae (as used here). 

Conrad Vetter (1546-1622) "... was a Swabian from Engen. He entered the 

Jesuit order in 1576, became preacher at the cathedral at Ratisbon, and died in 

Munich. Of all the Jesuits Vetter possessed the most fighting spirit. When the 

ducal house of Bavaria tried to reach more friendly terms with the related but 

Protestant house of Pfalz-Neuburg, hoping for a marriage between young Count 

Palatine Wolfgang Wilhelm and the sister of the Duke of Bavaria, it was Vetter who started a violent dispute with 

the court preacher of Neuburg, Jakob Heilbrunner. Vetter's tone was so rough that that the Count Palatine took 

offense ... [after an official disputation it was shone] ... that Vetter had distorted words of Luther, and Vetter was 

even reprimanded afterward by his duke." (Faber du Faur p. 244). This and the following work [#5] were two of 

Vetter’s sharpest attacks that were found so offensive to Heilbrunner. 

§ VD16 L 3591 (only 4 copies); Debacker-Sommervogle, VIII, 618-19, no. 10; Stalla, Bibl. d. Ingolstaedter 

Drucker, no. 1199; not in the BM/STC German. 
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COUNTER-REFORMATION SATIRE ON THE "INNOCENT LUTHER" 

5. [VETTER, Conrad, S.J] ANDREAE, Conrad (pseud.). Der Unschuldige  

Luther, Das ist: Helle und statliche Beweysung wie Doctor Martin Luther an dem 

grossen erba ärmlichen und vor aller Welt Augen ligenden Jammer und Verwu 

üstung unsers lieben Vatterlands Teutscher Nation, unnd so viler Seelen ewigen 

Verderben, unschuldig, unnd solche sein Unschuldt, so wol am Jüngsten Tag vor 

dem Richter Christo, als hie auff Erden, durch seine offentliche Schrifften, werde 

beybringen und darthun können: Allen Liehhabern Göttlicher Warheit unnd 

Seeligkeit zum besten gestellt: Durch M. Conradum Andrea, Iacobi Andreae 

seliger Gedächtnus lieblichen Bruder. Ingolstatt: Wolffgang Eder, 1594. 4to, [2], 

32, [2] pp. (last page blank). Woodcut portrait of Luther holding a bible on verso 

of title-page within an ornamental type border. 

 

FIRST EDITION of this rare and very sharp satire of the Counter-

Reformation on “The Innocent Luther" who couldn't be possibly responsible for 

the misery brought to the German states by the Reformation. 

See the previous item regarding Vetter’s importance to the Counter-

Reformation. 

§ VD16 L 3604; Stalla, Bibl. d. Ingolstaedter Drucker, no. 1177; see 

Debacker-Sommervogle, VIII, 618-19; not in BM/STC, German. 

 

THE AUGSBURG CONFESSION VERSES THE ROMAN 

6. WAGNER, Johann. Ursachen Warumb Johannes Wagner die newen Formulam Concordiae der Augspurgischen 

jConfession verlassen: vnnd die Alt Römisch Christliche Confession vnnd Glauben angenommen. Inn ein kurtz 

Gespräch zweyer Personen, durch bemeldten Johannem Wagner, auss der Herrschafft Bappenheymb, der freyen 

Künsten unnd Philosophiae Studiosum, Weylandt Schulmeyster zu Greding verfast vnnd geschriben. Ingolstatt: 

(Wolfgang Ender), 1595. 4to, [2], 8 pp. Woodcut ornament on title-page and woodcut headpiece. 

 

FIRST EDITION of this very rare pamphlet from the Counter-Reformation inspired by the relatively new 

Lutheran “Formula of Concord” (1577). The text is written in the form of a dialogue between the author and a 

school master explaining his abstaining from the Augsburg (Protestant) confession for that of the Roman Catholic. 

The work is very rare with Stalla locating only a copy in the Munich Staatsbibliothek: The VD16 locates only 1 

additional copy also in Munich; Bibliothek der Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München and the Staatsbibliothek: 

The OCLC locates 1 more copy in the Berlin Staatsbibliothek to bring the total count to 3. 

§ VD16 W 117; Stalla, Ingolstadt, no. 1200 (1 copy in Munich SB); not in BM/STC German. 

 

RARE SATIRE ON ALCHEMY THAT INCLUDES PRACTICAL ADVICE ON AGRONOMY 

7. CLAJUS (or CLAIUS), Johannes. Altkumistica, das ist: Die Kunst aus Mist durch seine Wirckung Gold zu 

machen. Wider die betrieglichen Alchimisten, und ungeschickte vermeinte Theophrasisten. (Erfort): (Johann Beck), 

1586. 4to, [12] pp.  

 

RARE AND POSSIBLY THE FIRST EDITION of this very scarce satire on 

alchemy and transmutation with the concept of turning manure (Mist) into gold‒

which is what, in a manner of speaking exactly what a farmer actually does. 

"This is in verse and contains a recommendation to farmers to spread stable and 

byre manure upon the fields, and Claius then proceeds to trace the profit that 

accrues thereby to the crops, to the cattle, to the poultry, to the orchard, and so 

at last to the owner. It is a brief sketch of rural economy. ... 

"John Claius, born 1535 [d. 1592], was a native of Herzberg in Saxony, 

Rector at Goldberg, then at Nordhausen, and in 1574 pastor at Beneleben in 

Thuringia. He was a Hebrew Scholar, and made several translations into that 

language, amongst others of the Gospels and Epistles, Leipzig, 1578, 

afterwards, 1586, in the form of a tetraglott, German, Greek, Latin and Hebrew. 

He is the first also who compiled a complete German grammar" (Ferguson). 

Claius had studied in Leipzig from 1555 to 1557 and taught in several places 

until 1569. He then returned to Wittenberg to study theology and received his 

magister in 1570.  
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The work appeared in the same year (1586) at Leipzig and Amberg and both of those editions are mentioned in 

the relevant literature which makes no mention of the present Erfurt edition. At the time of the the work’s 

publication the author would have been a Pastor at Beneleben in Thuringia where Efurt would have been the nearest 

major city with a printing press. This fact, along with the Erfurt imprints extreme rarity, would suggest the Erfurt 

imprint as probably the works first appearance in print.  

The OCLC locates a copy at the University of Texas and the BL, by Zacharias Bärwald (or Berwaldt) in Leipzig 

in 1586 and in 1590. The VD16 also only has the 1586 Leipzig edition for that year. His most famous work, the 

grammar, Grammatica Germanicae Linguae (1578), was dedicated to the "Erfurter Rat" (Erfurt Council), where it 

was also printed, which would add support to Erfurt as being the present works first appearance. His Grammar was 

very influential and went through more than 10 editions up to 1720. 

§ Brüning, Bibliographie der alchemistischen Literatur 572;  Graesse II, p. 190 (Amberg, M. Forster, 1586 ed.); 

Ferchl p. 97 (1594 Amberg ed. and a 1616 ed.); Schmieder, Geschichte der Alchemie 352 (1616 ed.); The VD16 

also only has the 1586 Leipzig edition for that year (VD16 ZV 3660) the present Erfurt edition is unrecorded. 

 

MANUSCRIPT HONORING KARL FUGGER IN A BEAUTIFUL HUMANIST HAND 

8. HEÜSCHNEIDER, Simon. Oratio panegyrica generoso et virtutu ... splendore eminentissimo excultissimo que 

Adolescenti Carolo Fuggero Philippi Eduardi filio Baroni in Kirchberg et Weissenhorn etc: Domino suo 

colendissimo. In perpetuam rei memoriam dedicata et conscripta a. Simone Heüschneider artium et philosophiae 

studioso atque Rdisi: Illustriß: Principis ac Episcopi Passauiensis Alumno. [Bavaria]:  [ca. 1590]. 4to, [16] pp. (last 

page blank). Latin manuscript. Executed in a beautiful, clear renaissance hand in a brown ink. Traces of the work 

having had been folded twice at one time to allow it to fit in to someone's pocket. 

 

Manuscript panegyric honoring the young Karl Fugger, son of Philipp Eduard Fugger (1546-1618), baron of 

Kirchberg and Weissenhorn, composed by Simon Heüschneider (a student of arts and philosophy) apparently at the 

behest of the bishop of Passau. The "In perpetuam rei memoriam" for the "Adolescenti Carolo Fuggero" seems to be 

a literary ‘Memento Mori’ since while Philipp Eduard is a well-known member of this branch of the Fugger family 

we could find no mention of a son Karl. Another possibility was that he was illegitimate since the mother is not 

mentioned. 

The work is a valuable source of contemporary information of this cadet branch of the great Fugger family; it 

mentions the Fugger’s financial support of the Emperor in fighting the Turkish incursions of Europe; references (to 

Karls?) studies including astronomy. The progenitor of the Fugger-Kirchberg-Weißenhorn line was Georg Fugger 

(1518-1569), second son of Raymund Fugger. The castle and county of Kirchberg had been acquired by Jakob 

Fugger (called ‘the Rich’) in 1507 from King Maximilian I along with the dominions of Weißenhorn and 

Pfaffenhofen. Since 1548 Kirchberg has been owned by the Raymund lineage. The Kirchberg-Wessenhorn branch 

of the family at one time had mining interests that reached from Scandinavia to Africa and from Eastern Europe to 

the New World. Decendents of the family still occupy some of their estates. 
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The Fuggers were a German family of historically prominent European bankers; members of the fifteenth and 

sixteenth-century mercantile patriciate of Augsburg, international mercantile bankers, and venture capitalists. 

Alongside the Welser family, they controlled much of the European economy in the sixteenth century and with it 

accumulated enormous wealth. They had replaced the de' Medici family banking interests which had influenced all 

of Europe during the Renaissance. The Fuggers would take over many of the Medicis' assets as well as their political 

power and influence. The enormous destruction to trade and property brought about by the Thirty Years' War led to 

the decline and end of the Fugger Company. 

An attractively executed manuscript by a Simon Heüschneider, about whom I couldn't find anything, but may 

have been a fellow student to Karl from the wording of the title. While the work is neatly set with both a title-page 

and a half-title it was never published and is thus a unique source of contemporary information of this important 

German family. 

               
 

9. MANUSCRIPT SERMON. Dominica Prima Adventus dni. Mathei XXI. Capite. [Bavaria?]: [ca. 1590].  4to. [8] 

pp., 3 blank leaves. Manuscript in German cursive and with short Latin citations appearing in a neat Italic. German 

sermon for the First Sunday of Advent (which is the beginning of the Church year) from Matthew. [Above left]. 

 

10. MANUSCRIPT SERMON. Five sermons dedicated to the five Sundays of Lent in German with Latin citations. 

[Bavaria?]: [ca. 1590].  [42] pp., 3 blank leaves. German manuscript in a neat and very attractive cursive hand. With 

Latin in italic lettering. 

A series of sermons for Lent composed in a fine German hand probably dating from the same period as the other 

works in the volume. [Above right] 

 

CONTEMPORARY NEWS CALENDAR PRESENTED IN VERSE 

11. DILBAUM, Samuel. Historischer Kalender, Jn welchem, auff das kürtzest beschriben 

wirt, was sich inn dem abgelauffnen 1593. Jar, fast inn gantzem Europa, als Hoch und 

Nider Teutschland, Crabaten, Hungern, in Türggey, Italia, Hispania, Franckreich, 

Engelland vnd anderen mehr Orten, für nemblichs und denckwirdiges zugetragen, auß 

glaubwirdigen, von mehr orten, uberschichten, warhafften, und bestettigten Zeittungen, 

ohne einigen Privat affect, also zusamen gestellet daß vnder jedem Monat diß so sich 

darinnen begeben, Kürtzlich, so vil die Kalenders art leyden mögen, verfasset vnd 

begriffen. Augsburg: In Truck verordnet, durch Samuel Dilbaum, [Michael Manger], 

1594. 4to, [32] pp. Title printed with ornamental type border.  . 

 

FIRST EDITION, and probably only, of this very rare historical calendar of events 

in Europe written in verse for each month which describe events that occurred in 

Germany, Netherlands, Hungary, Spain, Portugal, England, Italy, France, and their 

interaction with the Ottoman empire centered in Constantinople. 
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The author, Samuel Dilbaum (1530-1618), identifies himself on the title-page as being also the publisher and 

includes a preface with a dedication to Johann Conrad von Gemingen, dated 28 March 1594. Dilbaum wrote a 

number of works depicting contemporary historical events in verse. 

The VD16 identifies the printer as Michael Manger who was, according to Benzing (Buchdrucker) active from 

1570 to 1603 as a printer in Augsburg. 

One copy in OCLC at the University of Leipzig. 

§ VD16 D 1721; Németh, Hungarica H 417; not in BM/STC German or Adams. 

 

RECENT SAINT'S MIRACLES / PRINTED AT THE CLOISTER PRESS AT THIERHAUPTEN 

12. LEONARD, Saint, Hermit. S. Leonardus. Vilerlay gedenckwürdige Wunderzeichen, so Gott der almechtig durch 

mittel und fürbitt S. Leonhards, bei seinem Gottshauss zu Inchenhofen gewürckt hatt. Thierhaupten: (gedruckt im 

Gottshauss Thierhaupten [J. Wörli]), 1593. 4to, [3], 109 leaves. Almost full-page woodcut on title-page. Some light 

marginal foxing. 

 

FIRST EDITION of this very rare work which consists of a substantial catalogue of accounts describing recent 

miracles in Germany which were attributed to the intercession of Saint Leonard of Noblac (or of Limoges or de 

Noblet; died traditionally in 559). Saint Leonard was a Frankish saint closely associated with the town and abbey of 

Saint-Léonard-de-Noblat, in Haute-Vienne, in the Limousin region of France and was a contemporary of King 

Clovis. According to the romance that accrued to his name through an 11th-century biography that identified 

Leonard as a Frankish noble in the court of Clovis I who. After his conversion to Christianity along with his king, at 

Christmas 496, he asked Clovis to grant him personally the right to liberate prisoners at any time that he found 

worthy. He became the patron saint of prisoners as well as known for healing the sick, saving infants from 

drowning, comforting women in labor as well curing cattle and horses of disease. Leonard became one of the most 
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venerated saints of the late Middle Ages. According to legend, prisoners who invoked him from their cells saw their 

chains break before their eyes.  

Inchenhofen, the small Bavarian village mentioned in the title, had the most famous of St. Leonard's shrines in 

Germany. This minor town, just northeast of Augsburg, grew to be one of the most popular pilgrimage sites in 

Bavaria starting from the mid to late thirteenth century. The chapel and the shrine to Leonard in Inchenhofen were 

actively promoted as a pilgrimage site by the monastic community of Fürstenfeld; a thirteenth-century Cistercian 

foundation which administered the pilgrimage church. Although the saint was also credited with performing 

thaumaturgic cures, he became most famous for his miraculous liberations from captivity; the cult's popularity 

reached far beyond the boundaries of Bavaria with pilgrims coming from as far away as Italy, Bohemia, and Alsace. 

There were accounts of over 600 miracles attributed to St. Leonard and reported at his Inchenhofen shrine between 

1346 and 1447.  

The present work catalogues the numerous  miracles and wonders attributed to Saint Leonard's intercession that 

recently occurred between Easter in 1588 up to Leonard's feast day in 1592 (Nov. 6th) in the region of Augsburg 

that surrounds the Inchenhofen shrine. The work is divided in chapters by type of miracle or wonder and provides 

the names of those involved along with a short account of the event. 

The fine full-page title woodcut depicts the saint seated and blessing a chained prisoner kneeling before him. 

Hanging from a horizontal rope behind St. Leonard are items that symbolize of the attributes associated with him; 

e.g. chains, fetters, locks, manacles, horse shoes (the hand, leg, shawl, and spade may relate to childbirth?). 

The work was probably intended to help promote the Saint's cult whose pilgrims appear to have been, since the 

middle ages, an important source of income for the region. That it was also located on the front lines of the Counter-

reformation was also probably a contributing factor. It probably wasn't a coincidence that the work was also printed 

at the nearby Bavarian monastery press. Benzing (Die Buchdrucker des 16. Und 17. Jahrhunderts im Deutschen 

Sprachgebiet) notes that Abbot Benedikt Gaugenrieder (fl. 1553-1597) had  installed a printing house in 1591 at the 

Benedictine Cloister at Thierhaupten (Bavaria, near Augsburg). It was however put under the direction of a secular 

printer, Josias Wörli, who earlier had managed his own printing house in Augsburg. In 1594 the printing house 

received an Imperial Privilege and would continue printing books up to the death of Wörli in 1599. Benzing 

estimates he printed about 40 books of which most were religious texts. 

The work is very rare. There are two issues that appeared in 1593 at Thierhaupten; one which just has the first 44 

leaves and ends with a list of "Indulgentiae" above the colophon on leaf 45 (VD16 S 1590); our issue continues the 

work and greatly expands the text to 109 leaves (the first 44 leaves are otherwise identical). Both issues are very 

rare. 

No copies appear to be located in North American Libraries according to the OCLC. 

§ VD16 S 1591; BM/STC German, p. 494 (issue unknown). 

 


